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We are looking for
representative agents

o support our continuous
growth, we are expanding
our worldwide network of Subsea Industries agents. This allows
us to reach a much bigger public
directly than would otherwise be
possible.

T

Subsea Industries NV was founded
in 1983 to take care of the design,
development and marketing of an
evolving line of underwater hull

and propeller cleaning equipment as
well as a line of hard hull coating
systems.
The purpose of the Ecospeed range
of coatings and cleaning technology
is to offer a long-lasting, non-toxic
protection for all ships with a system
that keeps a hull ultra-smooth and
free of fouling for the service life of
the vessel with minimal repair and no
replacement. Instead of using chemi-

Phone: + 32 3 213 5318
Fax: + 32 3 213 5321
agents@subind.net
www.subind.net
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cals to kill and repel marine fouling
organisms, Ecospeed uses a hard,
impermeable, impenetrable coating
along with manual removal of
fouling at an early stage.
Contact us if you are interested in
joining our network and help us
build a strong relationship with our
prospects and customers. We look
forward to hearing from you.
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Seaspan running gear protected
by Ecoshield since 2010
ver the last ten years the rudders of 55 container ships
owned by Seaspan have been coated with Ecoshield. A number of
vessels also had their thruster
tunnels and twisted fins given the
same treatment. One of these
ships recently docked in Indonesia
ten years after application. Only
small touch-ups were needed on
its rudder, much to the satisfaction of the owner.

O

Seaspan provides many of the
world's major shipping lines with
alternatives to vessel ownership by
offering long-term leases on large,
modern containerships combined
with industry-leading ship management services. They are the largest
independent charter owner and
manager of containerships with a
fleet of 123 vessels.1
After the recent docking of the vessel Seaspan New York its superintendent Mr. Chandrashekhar Singh
commented: “In my 10 years of
experience as superintendent I have
never seen a rudder in such a good
condition as when Ecoshield paint is
applied. With this good experience,
we have applied Ecoshield paint on
the draft and load line marks and
bow thruster tunnel as well.”

Rudder of Seaspan New York after sailing with Ecoshield for 10 years.

Groundbreaking protection

and corrosion damage, the financial
and operational consequences can
be substantial for the owner.

A great deal of effort goes into the
design and manufacture of rudders
because they are such an important
part of a vessel. If a rudder is not
given the proper protection against
cavitation and the resulting erosion

Ecoshield puts an end to this.
Removing the existing paint layers
and applying the coating system on
running gear breaks the neverending cycle of painting, suffering
damage, having to perform exten-

3

sive repairs in drydock followed by
a full repainting, again and again.
Ecoshield gives a very thorough
and lasting defense for a ship’s entire service life. No repaint will be
required during drydocking. At most
minor touch-ups will be needed.

1

Source: www.seaspancorp.com
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If a rudder is not protected properly, severe corrosion and
cavitation damage occurs.

Ecoshield is applied in two layers with only three hours
overcoat time needed in between.

Rudder of Seaspan container vessel
after five years in service.

Seaspan New York during a
previous docking, after 5 years.

Rudder of Seaspan New York after sailing with Ecoshield for 10 years.
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The recent dockings in Indonesia
confirmed once more that Ecoshield
is the best possible way to protect
rudders against cavitation and corrosion damage.
Mr. Mithun Vasudevan superintendent of Seaspan’s CSCL Sydney
said that “Ecoshield has definitely
been a success and most of our ships
have and are in the process of using
it. This in itself is a testimonial to the
quality of the product.”

Conclusion
A large number of other companies
began by coating one rudder experimentally and have ordered the coating for the running gear on other
ships after seeing the results in service.
You can give the rudders and running gear of your vessels the same
lifelong protection. Contact us for
more information.

+32 3 213 5318
info@subind.net
All types of running gear can be protected with Ecoshield.

No repaint will be needed during
future drydockings.

Application is fast and easy and can be done in a single day.
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New agents for India,
Japan and Nigeria

Subsea Industries is a pioneer in the
development of hard hull coating
systems and hull and propeller
cleaning systems. In 2002 a long-

lasting, non-toxic method of protecting ship hulls was introduced into
the market: Ecospeed. In 2013, after
more than 10 years of strenuous
testing, Ecoshield was launched for
permanent protection against cavitation damage for rudders. In 2014
Ecolock was introduced. This coating system is designed to protect
offshore vessels for decades without
the need for drydocking. The latest
members of the family are Ecofix, a
superior, tested and proven filler
and Ecolast, a UV resistant coating

India
Western Marine Engineering
Contact: Mr. Gurvinder Josan
india@subind.net
Phone: +91 942 852 2701
www.wmeindia.com

Japan
KOM’C INC.
Contact: Mr. Ryoichi Ichikawa
japan@subind.net
Phone: +81 78 381 6881
www.komc.co.jp

ubsea Industries has new
agents in India, Japan and
Nigeria. They will represent and
support products throughout
their countries.

S

A full list of our worldwide network
of agents can be found on our website: www.subind.net/contact
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offering the full corrosion and abrasion protection Subsea Industries
coatings are known for.
For more information, please contact your local agent directly or drop
us a line:
Ms. Tamara Slight, External Relations Executive for Subsea Industries
+32 3 213 53 00
agents@hydrex.be

Nigeria
Oilneering Nigeria Ltd.
Contact: Mr. Kenneth Gbenro
nigeria@subind.net
Phone: +234 0813 507 6262
www.oilneering.com
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Corrosion damage
repair made easy

ubsea Industries has a product for filling and building
up a corroded and pitted steel
surface to its original form prior
to recoating with Ecoshield. Ecofix is as tough as the steel itself,
machinable, and can be used to
repair most pitting or corrosion
damage on rudders, stabilizer
fins, thrusters and other underwater gear.

S

Ecofix is used in combination with
Ecoshield, the ultimate rudder protection coating. When a rudder or
other piece of underwater ship gear
has not been properly protected, the
surface will become corroded.
Cavitation can cause severe pitting.
The steel needs to be restored to its
original shape with a smooth surface
prior to recoating.

ECOFIX

CORROSION REPAIR

Subsea Industries NV
Phone: + 32 3 213 5318
Fax:
+ 32 3 213 5321
info@subind.net
www.subind.net
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This is where Ecofix comes in. It is
a superior, tested and proven filler.
Because it uses the same basic
resin as Ecoshield, the coating can
be applied just one hour after the
filler. The bonding and hardness
are extraordinary. This is the effective alternative to very expensive
fillers. And because it is part of the
Ecospeed/Ecoshield family, it is
fully compatible with our coatings.
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ubsea Industries NV, was
founded in 1983 specifically
to take care of the design, development and marketing of what
has become an evolving line of
underwater hull and propeller

mind: To keep the underwater part
of your vessel in the best possible
condition for its entire lifetime at
the best possible performance.

All products produced by Subsea
Industries have the same goal in

www.subind.net
Subsea Industries NV
Phone: + 32 3 213 5318
Fax:
+ 32 3 213 5321
info@subind.net
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cleaning equipment as well as
the line of hard hull coating
systems.

